
 

Background of Dr. Charyton for President 2024 

Христина Xарітои- для президента Сполучених Штатів Америки 2024 

 

Dr. Charyton is a first generation Ukrainian American.  Her Father, Grandfather and 

Grandmother fled Ukraine under Russian attack for their lives and fled to Germany in 1940.  Dr. 

Charyton’s grandparents were farmers in Drohobych, Ukraine (until 1940) and then fled to 

Hamburg, Germany (1940-1950).  Dr. Charyton’s Grandmother and Grandfather survived the 

Holodomor in 1932-1933, where Stalin took their food or they would be murdered, or starved to 

death, or resulted in cannibalism due to mass starvation,  

My Dad, Olecka Charyton, Олецька Харітои, disliked vegetables because that was all 

they could eat in Ukraine and Germany. My Grandfather was taken in a truck with his dog by the 

Red Army to fight for Russia against Ukraine as a Ukrainian. My Grandfather jumped out of the 

moving truck to run away with his dog and walked 2 weeks until he got home.  My Grandfather 

successfully fled the Red Army and was free. 

The Charyton (Харітои) family came here with one 2 dollar bill from Uncle Mike and 

Aunt Julie, our cousins.  Sister Daria, actually a Mother and Secretariat to the Pope, found my 

Grandfather a Ukrainian newspaper that corresponded with a Ukrainian newspaper in Germany 

in December of 1949.  In January of 1950, my Dad and family came here by boat to Staten 

Island, took the Ferry to the Train in New York City to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  They were 

supposed to be farmers in Maryland, but took a detour to family in Philadelphia.  Sister Daria 

stated to go to Philadelphia.  My family was sponsored by a Greek Catholic Priest.in order to 

come, live and work in the USA.  There were no handouts!  My Dad had never seen stop lights 

or roads.  My Dad had culture shock from the country to the city.  My Dad’s first language was 

Ukrainian, second, German and third, English.  My Dad spoke perfect American English without 

any accent, not even a Philadelphian accent.  My Dad is also fluent in Russian, knows Polish, 

Italian and some Gaelic.  My Dad passed in 2015, but is in my heart with these other family 

members. 

My Grandmom worked piece-mill in a sweater factory, paid five cents per sweater, until 

her job was outsourced to Japan.  She knew little English, but my Mom would give her English 

lessons.  She could only buy food by pictures because she could not read.  Even though my 

Grandmom could not read, she could sign her name.  My Grandpop worked construction.  

Grandpop would eat bread and butter for lunch with buttermilk.  This is a traditional Ukrainian 

meal for lunch.  Grandpop taught me to tie my shoes at 3 years old.  No one else would teach me.  

My parents said I was too young to learn.  Grandpop only knew Ukrainian and I only knew 

English.  Somehow, I understood: “one bunny ear, two bunny ear.”  My parents did not want me 



to speak Ukrainian to be 100 percent American.  At that time, we completely assimilated, but 

kept our traditions: religion and food. 

The rest of my family only knew English, being 100 percent American.  My Dad wanted 

to be Americanized 100 percent.  The USA was and is still is the best country on earth! That is 

why we need the Democrats like the entire Biden Administration out now!  We can still be 

respectful to all people in the Republican Party with better policies by Dr. Charyton and her 

administration known as the “Dr. Charyton A Team” Let’s take things back to being America 

First!   

Dr. Charyton is knowledgeable about Ukraine, the problems of Marxism within the USA, 

the former Soviet Union, education, and the World.  Dr. Charyton’s best woman is Chinese from 

Taiwan. With Joe Biden as President, we cannot even talk!  Dr. Charyton was in academia in 

teaching and research for over 12 years as well as at the Ohio State University Wexner Medical 

Center in Neurology with a faculty appointment.  She is a clinical psychologist with training in 

educational psychology and counseling psychology for over 18 years treating children as young 

as 3 and the elderly as old as 93.  Dr. Charyton taught English as a Second Language to Korean 

and Korean Americans in Torrance, California, near where she resided in Rancho Palos Verdes, 

California from 1994-1999.  Dr. Charyton taught Special Education to dual mental health and 

mental retardation as an instructor In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.   

Dr. Charyton taught piano lessons before teaching undergraduates, graduates and 

community college students.  Dr. Charyton’s clinical training is in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

New York City and Bucks County, Pennsylvania.  Dr. Charyton can read, write and speak basic 

and traditional Ukrainian and knows Ukrainian unwritten history.  Her favorites are Taras 

Shevchenko and Lesya Ukrainka among others.  Furthermore, Dr. Charyton published Ukrainian 

history identifying Ukrainian polymaths in Creativity and Innovation Among Science and Art: A 

Discussion of the Two Cultures (see Chapter 9).  Dr. Charyton also conducted research in 

Ukrainian on Ukrainian women scientists in Women’s Scientific Creativity: That Contributes to 

Society (under review).  Dr. Charyton published three books, over 30 peer reviewed articles and 

integrated psychology and engineering with creative engineering design, which the tool has been 

translated into seven languages, including English.    

 

Dr. Charyton has advocated for mental health services and substance abuse services for 

the community at the State and Federal level in Ohio and Capitol Hill.  Dr. Charyton has 

managed finances in organizations such as the American Psychological Association Division 10 

to go from the red to black with a surplus as a fiscal conservative.  Dr. Charyton has put 

American First while being interconnected with our world and true to her Ukrainian roots, 

advocating for Ukraine on multiple occasions at the State and Federal level continually.  Dr. 

Charyton’s research has been published in Germany, the United Kingdom and Korea.   



Furthermore, Dr. Charyton knows greetings in multiple languages such as Chinese and 

Korean.   Dr. Charyton knows how to read write and speak basic Spanish also and learned 

conversational Spanish in Los Angeles.  In Hollywood, she obtained her motorcycle license.  

Instead of iron ponies, Dr. Charyton prefers to ride real ponies.  She is a Cossack and knows 

archery, whips, axes and her sword.  She shoots her BB gun right on target also.  Dr. Charyton 

trains with three decade Gold Medalist for the USA, Bruce Davidson that put the USA on a 

competitive map with Europe.  Dr. Charyton is culturally sensitive, especially being a first 

generation Ukrainian American immigrant herself as well as being a psychologist, entrepreneur, 

educator, equestrian, musician, rancher and farmer.  “It took me a PhD to become a farmer.”  

 

Dr. Charyton is ready to fix Washington, DC, to work for the People, and will put the 

American People First and have the USA lead the world by peace through strength! 

 

--Dr. Charyton for President 2024 

LET’s make America First, Together! 

 

Please donate at ChristineCharytonPhD.com 

 

 


